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Feature List
The agile software used in PCTuner ups the system performance and deletes traces of popularly used applications in the 
system. Enhanced features remove unwanted programs at startup boosting the overall system boot time. 

Auto Tuneup 

Cumulative Disk clean-up, Registry clean-up,  Traces clean-up and Defragmentation can be done at a single go rather than individually 
selecting each clean-up activity.

Permanently deletes traces. Only items deleted through Disk cleanup and Registry clean-up can be recovered.

Disk Cleanup 

 
Frees up disk space to be used for other valid applications and programs. 

Registry Cleanup 
Removes invalid registry entries from the system that appear due to improper uninstallation, non-existent fonts, etc.

Often, program upgrades and installers leave unnecessary pointers in the Registry. The Registry becomes bloated with obsolete entries, 
slowing down your system. This activity removes applications that are unable to uninstall all of the Registry entries they create.

Due to the sheer size and complexity of the registry database, manually cleaning up redundant and invalid entries is impractical. The registry 

them. 
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Traces Cleanup 
Removes traces of browsing history from browsers like Internet Explorer, Chrome, Safari and Opera. 

Removes traces from Most Recently Used (MRU) list of various applications.

Safely deletes history, cleans cookies, cache, auto-complete forms and passwords.

Duplicate File Finder 

Secure Delete 

types of deletion methods.

One-pass deletion or the quick data deletion method uses random letters to overwrite the data. This is the default method of deletion.

Two-pass deletion method uses twice the number of random letters to overwrite the data. This method of deletion provides an additional layer of 
security.

The DOD method of deletion uses the encryption method of using random letters to overwrite data as per Department of Defense memo. Data 
once deleted by this method cannot be recovered through any recovery software.

Defragmenter 

Restore 
By default, a backup is taken whenever Disk Cleanup or Registry Cleanup is performed. 

This replaces items that were cleaned or deleted during Registry Cleanup or Disk Cleanup. 
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Service Optimizer
Windows may be running potentially unwanted services that consume memory and slow down system performance at startup. 
Service optimizer helps to disable these unwanted services and improve system performance.

Startup Booster 
This feature removes all unwanted programs that run at startup and slow the system. 

writers, or other external drives from your PC. This restricts data from either being copied to removable drives or being transferred from external 
devices to your system.

Helps user to restore earlier system settings in case any change in system behavior is observed after a Cleanup.

Each detailed record is chronologically maintained.

Product Highlights
The agile software used in PCTuner ups system performance and deletes traces of popularly used applications in the 
system.

No more individual cleanup activities required with the Auto cleanup feature
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System Requirements
To use Quick Heal Total Security, your computer must also meet the following system requirements:

Operating System and Minimum System Requirements

Microsoft Windows XP
 (32-bit or 64-bit) with SP 1 or above

300 MHz or higher processor

Microsoft Windows XP
300 MHz Pentium (or compatible) 
Processor

256 MB of RAM
Service Pack 2

Microsoft Windows Vista
32-bit or 64-bit

1 GHz or higher processor

512 MB or higher RAM

Microsoft Windows 7
1 GHz or higher processor

For 32-bit: 512 MB or higher RAM 
For 64-bit: 1 GB or higher RAM

Required for all installations
To use Quick Heal Total Security, the system 
should meet the following system 
requirements:

256 MB or higher RAM

DVD or CD-ROM drive

100 MB of free hard disk space

Internet Explorer 6 with SP1 or higher

Cannot be installed on Server Operating System

Technology 
Partners:

Certifications


